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AD INES ANTIBODY DISSOLVE - 
IONIZED ESTERS MVB

Esters include every particle of their chemical structure from the base of all hormones, estradiol, to the hormones estrogen to the
esters of pesticides. Once television or machinery or electricity of even the sun ionizes an ester compound it becomes altered
enough for the body to see it as an invader and make an antibody to it. Since natural estradiol comes from cholesterol, even
cholesterol becomes damaged. The result is weight-holding estrogen ions, disabled thyroids and lack of good cholesterol for
making hormones.

AD MRW ANTIBODY DISSOLVE 
MARROWCYTES 5-6 MVB First found in subjects prone to radiation and electromagnetic wave accumulation.

BAR COD BAR CODE 
ELECTROMAGNICITY C The remedy is designed to dissolve the electromagnetic paralysis of digestion caused by the electromagnetic charge induced into 

food by bar codes.
BON RAD BONE RADIATION MVB A bone cancer precipitated from nuclear or microwave exposure, or over x-raying or over radiation treatments. 

CESSIUM 132* C Atomic Isotopes often found in atomic leakage or contamination.
CESSIUM 134* C Atomic Isotopes often found in atomic leakage or contamination.
CESSIUM 137* C Atomic Isotopes often found in atomic leakage or contamination.

CRM ATM CHROMOSOME ATOMIC 
ALTERATION MBC Formula is designed to neutralize the effects of atomic waste on mammals, including humans.

GDLNM GADOLINIUM C
Gadolinum is used in medical imaging, airport security and X-ray systems. It is considered a safer form of contrast agent. When
used as a contrast agent in kidney diseases it has caused nephrogenic systemic fibrosis or nephrogenic fibrosing dermopathy.
The diseases resemble scleromyxedema and to some extent scleroderma.

MAG RDC MAGNETIC RADIATION                 
COMPLEX MDC An inner earth radiation put out from increased movement of magma in the inner earth. It is different from radioactive radiation, 

but incurs the same or similar diseases.

MC RAD MICRORADIATION 
PACKAGE MVB Combined and accumulated group of low-level radiation coming from a variety of sources. It usually most affects the thymus.

NOR NOC NORDIC KNOCK 2002 MVB A wide/spread sickness hitting Norway in January 2002, resembling a deep flu with fever and prostrating malaise. Its contents 
include some radiation toxicity which suggests it is in the air because someone is making atomic weapons.

RAD RES RADIATION  RESIDUE R Often the saw dust around bones representing effect of radiation deterioration of bones.

RAD BRN RADIATION BRAIN C Radiation collecting in head causes sleeplessness, fuzzy thinking and headaches.  Usually seen with RAD MIA, perhaps mobile 
phones

RAD CAR RADIATION CARCINOMA C Destruction of cells caused by radiation. Often used with RAD BON and other radiation remedies.

RAD CPX RADIATION COMPLEX MC Includes R Miasm, R Carcinoma, RV Isy, R  Enteriditis, R Bone R Heart and R Mitoplasma as the most common group we see 
with radiation exposure.

RAD COG RADIATION CONGESTION MVC May well be a brain tumor or tumor in the making.  Usually seen with RAD MIA, probably mobile phones 
RAD ENT RADIATION ENTERIDITIS CB A form of cancer in organs from nuclear radiation, abundant x-rays and even computer screens for those who smoke.

RA FALL RADIATION FALLOUT C Every once in awhile nuclear fallout dumps from the stratosphere from long ago tests.  People become irritable and have 
headaches.

RA FALL RADIATION FALLOUT C Usually from atomic tests that explode into the atmosphere.

RAD FLR RADIATION 
FLUOROSCOPE CV

In the 50s mostly in shoe stores fluoroscopes were used to see the fit of shoes. You stood on a platform, put your feet under a 
hood and peered through a wide scope to see a greenish sort of X-ray of your feet (in shoes). It seemed that no one knew that 
those fluoroscopes left a deposit in the bones like old (and current) X-rays. The effect is to slowly lower the immune system via 
the bones and thymus. 

RAD GRM RADIATION GERM CELL MVB A radiation destruction of the germ cell that is so fundamental to many cell growths in the body. The radiation can come from the 
sun, radon and radiation fallout.  It especially affects thyroids and will contribute to any hypothyroid condition.

RAD HRT RADIATION HEART C Common in frequent flyers, so included in Flyers Heart.  Could now come from many more sources than airplanes
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RAD ICL RADIATION IONIZED 
CELL C

The ionic cell exchange system of digestion has been altered, mostly because of radiation from tube television, tube computer
monitors, cell phones and airplane radiation. Natural ionic transfers are blocked by man-made ionization and that causes
digestion abnormalities, lymph sluggishness and blood breakdown. This remedy antidotes the blocking ionization so that the
natural ionic transfer can resume. Please replace your tube mechanisms with LCD or plasma screens. See also Radiation Ion
Block

RAD INS RADIATION IONOSPHERE C

HAARP (High Amplitude Aurora Research Project) is changing the ionosphere into a micro-wave type of both an emitter of 
radiation and a magnetism distorter. The sun drives the power through this outer atmosphere earth bubble so that we are slightly 
cooked and distorted. Chemtrails intensify and further twist these rays plus make oxygen less available. Earth changes and 
current ground ELF waves add more to the  effect. We become short-tempered, confused, forgetful, disorientated, short of breath 
and anxious. This sickness is vague but sure, making us feel unsure. This remedy goes well with the remedy SAFE.

RAD MIA RADIATION MIASM M Inherited bone weakness caused by sun radiation, nuclear or x-ray damage of the bone and marrow

RAD MIT RADIATION 
MITOPLASMOMA MVB A swelling of mitroplasmas (thread-like blood plasma) that thickens blood in the radiation spectrum of light. It increases with 

radiation "therapy", causes the liver and spleen to swell like a papoose. When RV ISY is involved the condition is cancerous.

RAD NBL RADIATION NECROSIS 
BLOOD C Often used with RAD CAR and RV ISY. It is possible that many forms of radiation could start a necrosis of the blood as well as

bones.
RAD PIT RADIATION PITUITARY C From proximity to nuclear power or waste.  Causes darkening of teeth and decay of teeth nerves
RAD SKN RADIATION SKIN C Leaving no marks this condition makes dry skin and sensitivity to tv, computer and electrical radiation.

RAD XRY RADIATION X-RAY CV
X-rays have a different isotope and effect from general radiation. The effects can store in the body for decades and are 
cumulative. The Bones, Thymus, Thyroid and Spleen seem most affected. The whole immune system is reduced  and cells self-
destruct more easily.

RAD CDI RADIOACTIVE CERIUM 
DIOXIDE 3-9 C X-ray contrast substance used from approximately 1962 to present. Radioactive toxin that causes hypothyroid, liver problems and 

common bile duct problems for 100+ generations

RAD HDI RADIOACTIVE HAFNIUM 
DIOXIDE 3-9 C X-ray contrast substance used from approximately 1962 to present. Radioactive toxin that causes hypothyroid, liver problems and 

common bile duct problems for 100+ generations

RAD PDI RADIOACTIVE 
PLUTONIUM DIOXIDE 3-9 C X-ray contrast substance used from approximately 1962 to present. Radioactive toxin that causes hypothyroid, liver problems and 

common bile duct problems for 100+ generations

RAD SES RADIOACTIVE SESTAMIBI 3-8 T

This is an antidote for a radioactive contrast agent with Thallium isotope "Technetium (99mTc)" with a reported half-life of 
approximately 6 to 24 hours. It has been in use since 1963 and is reportedly "used in tens of millions of medical diagnostic 
procedures". It became generic in 2008. Failure to image under certain (common) conditions leads to approximately 100,000 
deaths per year in the United States alone. We test that the substance lowers life expectancy by 7 years if left in the system.

RAD THR RADIOACTIVE 
THOROTRAST 5-10 C

Thorotrast was the primary contrast radioactive medium used in x-rays from 1931 to approximately 1962.  Its use began to wane 
in Europe in 1947 because it was carcinogenic. If it was used on you it stayed in you and children produced by you. It passes 
down the female side of the family and affects all children, for generations beyond counting. The risk of getting liver cancer (or 
common bile duct cancer) in such patients is estimated to be 100 times higher than those who have it passed down. The risk of 
leukemia is 20 times higher. there seems to be a high link of hypothyroid in the same multiple generations. The substance does 
not energy test as radiation, but as radioactive toxins.

RAD UDI RADIOACTIVE URANIUM 
DIOXIDE 3-9 C X-ray contrast substance used from approximately 1962 to present. Radioactive toxin that causes hypothyroid, liver problems and 

common bile duct problems for 100+ generations

R 220 CX RADON 220 COMPLEX C
Escaping from the earth, this colorless, scentless gas is invading our atmosphere because of the increased heating inside the 
earth. This is a reflection of the true cause of global warming - from inside the earth. It breaks down mitochondria, blood cell 
mitosis, and forms lymphoma-like conditions. 

RDN CSC RADON CELL SCRAMBLE C Like a mini radiation exposure Radon 224 altered cells become or engender a fistula.
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RDN GRP RADON GROUP C

Radon, mixed with other earth and  human energies becomes poisonous. As the earth interior changes, radon release has 
increased by hundreds of percentages, creating a poison toxin not recorded in history. It settles in bones and tissue, overloading 
the immune system into a disease. Essentially the disease encapsulates cells and suffocates them. The remedy is designed in a 
way that makes us immune from the issue in the future.

RV ISY RETROVIRUS ISOTOPE V A retrovirus usually seen with radiation diseases or conditions, such as Radiation Mitoplasmoma.
RET RAD RETROVIRUS RADIATION CV A double bind of Retrovirus and radiation makes everyone tired and foster other diseases.  Wide-spread
STRON STRONTIUM 90 C Strontium 90 is a form of radiation fallout or contaminate of nuclear explosions or bombs (usually).

SUN ELC SUN ELECTRICAL 
RHYTHM

Stabilizes the feeling of electrical rhythm disrupted by the Mars deflection of electrical rays from the sun. Since men are more 
susceptible to electrical disturbances from the sun, most of the symptoms are more commonly in men (starting near Feb, 2004). 
Aggressiveness, lack of desire to understand, confusion, anxiety, throat problems and heart problems are vague but obvious. 
Since women are more susceptible to magnetic changes, see ERTH MG for effect on women (decreasing around Feb, 2004).

T&T RAD THYMUS AND THYROID 
RADIATION MVB

Radiation from TV tubes, computer tube monitors and other forms (like cell phones) have diseased the thymus and,
correspondingly, thyroid function. Included in this remedy is the antidote to radiation-induced ion blockages that prevent the very
important ionic exchange of information and nutrition in cells. For some this means extra weight, for others this means mental
confusion and for all this means a lowered immune function.

TRIR THYROID RADIOACTIVE 
IODINE REVERSE CB Iodine 131 is used to kill diseased thyroids.  The remainder of iodine continues problems and needs to be REVERSED.

URN 240 URANIUM 240 C

Spent Uranium is from used rods of power plants. It was used to make "dirty bombs" in Bosnia, Afghanistan and Iraq. Like A
bomb tests spread Strontium 90 into the world atmosphere, Uranium 240 is in the atmosphere and dropping on the world. It
contracts many kinds of tissue, interrupts cell division ( the major element of cancer) and contributes to weight by binding iodine
in the thyroid.
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